
INVESTMENT FIRM REVOLUTIONIZES 
DIGITAL WORKFLOWS, BOOSTING 
ADVISORS’ EFFICIENCY AND SERVICE 
OFFERINGS 
“We needed the best solution on the market to be competitive against 
the larger financial institutions. The FutureVault and Iron Mountain 
platform gave us exactly that, and then some.”
Christopher Enright, Founding Partner, President and MD, Aligned Capital Partners Inc.

220    
advisors equipped with digital tools and resources 

30%   
headcount efficiency compared to competitors 

CHALLENGE
Canadian wealth management 
firm Aligned Capital Partners 
wanted to streamline 
document management for 
220 independent advisors 
and their clients. The goal 
was to improve efficiency 
while offering value-added 
opportunities for advisors to 
enrich their practices.

SOLUTION
Advisors’ paper records are 
collected, scanned, stored and/
or destroyed by Iron Mountain 
with secure chain of custody 
throughout. The digital images 
are then uploaded to the 
FutureVault Digitization-as-a-
Service platform, customized to 
precisely suit the firm’s folder 
setup and workflow needs.

RESULTS
Now, Aligned has all relevant 
records in one place. 
Productivity benefits from 
faster file retrievals, quicker 
new advisor onboarding, and 
more effective communications. 
Advisors are better equipped 
to serve their clients, manage 
document retention and 
compliance obligations, and 
grow their practices.

1 week to 1 day   
reduction in audit readiness time

50,000    
Aligned clients set to benefit from  
improved service

CHALLENGE SOLUTION RESULTS

SECURE DIGITAL 
VAULT NOW 
AVAILABLE

DIRECTLY FROM
IRON MOUNTAIN
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COMBINING DIGITAL AND PAPER 
INFORMATION ASSETS 
“The combined offering of FutureVault and Iron Mountain 
delivers a completely secure, audit-friendly platform that will 
delight our advisors and the regulators.”

Jack Mastromattei, COO and Head of Client Experience,  
Aligned Capital Partners Inc.

Rationalizing document management is key to digital transformation

Innovating in a traditional setting
Canadian investment firm Aligned Capital Partners Inc. (Aligned) has 
pioneered a fresh approach to wealth management. Gone are the sales 
targets, proprietary products, and commission grids so common in 
this industry. Instead of setting boundaries, Aligned gives its business 
partners the extra headroom they need to best serve their clients. 

Those partners comprise a growing network of 220 independent 
financial advisers who run their own businesses with over 80 offices 
across Canada. Aligned supports them every step of the way from 
its headquarters in Burlington, Ontario. Technology is vital for 
communicating and collaborating in this fast-moving ecosystem. 
Seeking to further integrate its IT infrastructure and solutions, 
Aligned identified document management as the weakest link but 
one of the greatest opportunities.

One of the primary business goals was to cease physical records 
and go digital so it was easier for advisors to manage, organize, and 
maintain corporate and client files. Aligned also wanted to enable 
advisors to simply search and pull up information at client meetings 
without carting around reams of paperwork.

Mapping out more effective processes
The firm used to send advisor-specific documents, such as 
commission statements and financial reports, by email. But it 
wasn’t ideal, being subject to file size constraints, unpredictable 
delivery, and security concerns. Corporate information was 
available to everyone on shared drives and in a cloud storage 
account. 

With no formal structure and multiple users, this content soon 
became disorganized. In addition to e-documents, advisors’ 
practices were swamped with paperwork. That made it hard to 
retrieve clients’ records quickly — and even harder to obtain a 
360° view of clients’ accounts. Digitizing those documents would 
be a Herculean task, with no guarantee of consistency across the 
community as a whole. 

In formulating the next stage of its digital transformation, 
Aligned had to look in two directions. Forwards, to enhance its 
online capability. Backwards, to eliminate paper archives. And 
then to bring all those information assets together in a secure, 
structured, and accessible way. 

HOLISTIC LIFECYCLE APPROACH  
TO DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
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A SINGLE, SECURE REPOSITORY  
FOR VITAL INFORMATION 
“Iron Mountain is the only partner that can accommodate the business processes and services we 
need to deliver our Digitization-as-a-Service. From collection to scanning to technical integration 
with our platform, Iron Mountain was the perfect fit for our needs and those of our clients.”

John D. Orr, CEO, FutureVault

MAKING IT EASIER TO COMMUNICATE AND COLLABORATE

Simplifying a multifaceted workflow
To achieve its objectives, Aligned chose an innovative Digitization-as-a-Service (DaaS) offering. Based on the 
FutureVault Digital Vault Solution1, it incorporates the Iron Mountain scanning service for digitizing paper 
archives. DaaS provides Aligned with one central repository for all documents generated by its ecosystem. 

Within the multi-tiered architecture, administrators can arrange the distribution of documents according to 
a pre-set structure (one-to one, one-to-many, many-to-one). They can also finely control access permissions 
to corporate, advisor and client sections of the virtual vault. Removing these previous challenges has greatly 
simplified processes and interactions.

A wealth of functionality enriches the workflow. This includes integration with DocuSign for e-signatures, 
auto-indexing for rapid search and retrieval, and AI-based auto-filing suggestions for advanced automation. 
Enterprise-grade security, backup and disaster recovery complete the picture.

Bridging the paper-to-digital divide 
Paper documents have to be physically collected, sorted, and scanned before they are ready to enter the vault.
That’s all done by Iron Mountain, working in partnership with FutureVault to ensure seamless service delivery. 

“The presence of Iron Mountain, with its best-of-breed capabilities and outstanding reputation, gave us extra 
peace of mind when selecting the FutureVault solution,” said Christopher Enright, Founding Partner, President 
and Managing Director, Aligned Capital Partners Inc.

Digital documents are uploaded — by various modes — so that text can be extracted. Files are then encrypted 
and turned into PDFs. Once in the vault, they are fully searchable — with access anytime, anywhere using a web 
portal or a mobile app.
1patent-pending secure document management and collaboration platform

Accessible information conveys value to every part of the operation
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SOCIALIZE
Follow us on leading social networks.  
Keep up with business and technology 
news and views. Join in the conversation. 

NURTURING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
ALONGSIDE HUGE TIME AND COST SAVINGS
“Like any change management process, this was a daunting prospect for some of our 
advisors. But once they understood the benefits, they couldn’t wait to get started. 
Now, they love being fully digital — it’s a massive enhancement for their businesses.”

Christopher Enright, Founding Partner, President and Managing Director, Aligned Capital Partners Inc.

Productivity soars, along with quality of outputs
By gathering deep insights into the Aligned document management process, FutureVault was able to create  
a connected, automated workflow that precisely mirrors the company’s operating model. Full digitization  
enables Aligned to compete on a level playing field with around 30% less headcount compared to larger rival 
firms and institutions.

Time savings are abundant and widespread, particularly from rapid search and retrieval of information. 
Intelligent automation means errors are less likely, while security has been strengthened for data in transit and 
in storage.

This digital transformation assists Aligned in onboarding new advisors — currently up to five per month — and 
it could also reduce advisor attrition rates. Communication has improved across the board, further helped by 
integration of the company’s vault with its existing digital services platform. Sharing best practices is easier too, 
thanks to standardized processes and the ability to generate templates of commonly used documents.

Adding significant value to advisors and clients
The greatest rewards go to Aligned advisors. With information at their fingertips they are exposed to less risk 
and are vastly more productive. Preparing for Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) 
compliance audits now take hours instead of an entire week — and audits themselves may even be able to take 
place remotely. Because advisors can respond faster to client and compliance requests for documents, service 
levels have improved. Client satisfaction and NPS ratings are expected to follow suit. 

Greater visibility into clients’ accounts helps enhance the quality of the advice that’s given. Historic information 
kept in paper format can now be accessed digitally and remotely, yielding growth opportunities, including 
upselling or cross-selling other products. 

Moreover, by digitally transforming most of their past and current business, advisors are increasing the value of 
their practice should they ever decide to sell or retire.

© 2021 Iron Mountain Incorporated. All rights reserved. Iron Mountain and the design of the mountain are registered trademarks of 
Iron Mountain Incorporated in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners.

By digitizing paper archives, advisors can better serve their clients and offer 
new, innovative services that differentiate and grow their businesses

Transparent, automated audits help improve compliance and risk management

Better communication and collaboration throughout a multi-layered organization 
across geographic locations

Added value should advisors decide to sell their practice

https://www.ironmountain.ca/en/digital-transformation
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